
What questions do you still have about changing school start and end times?667 responses 

How will there be time for sports, family time and endless homework 

I would hate to see lots of students missing their last class of the day to participate in sports. It is already an issue on 
game days, and puts a lot of stress on student athletes and teachers to get caught up. 

Will you finally contract with a bus company to make times more flexible for students? 

Why would you make the younger children wake up earlier but then offer a later and more convenient start time for 
older students? It just doesn't make much sense to me. 

Would there still be late start on Mondays? How will this affect lunch times? 

Why are you thinking of changing elementary school start times to earlier?? You have not provided a reason at all. I 
am strongly against an earlier start time and it would negatively impact me and my children. 

How would this affect extra-curricular activities? 

What happens to staff members who have 2 set schedules for two jobs weekly? Who don't have the choice to be 
flexible of later starting time. 

How conclusive is this study material and how wide of a sampling of students? 

Have you really thought this through? This is a big change. Will it really make a difference? How will you know? Will 
you have real data or just opinions from a vocal minority? 

Is this really medical science or high school students staying up too late? If school starts later what time will they 
really go to bed? When these students leave high school or college to get a job will their employer also adjust their 
start time? 

How will it impact zero hour and after school activities? 

I have yet to see academic evidence to support late times. Also, what about afternoon behavior, many middle school 
teachers struggle to get students to focus towards the end of the day, this would likely further impact this. Can we poll 
teachers on this? 

Its iPads and TVs and parents 

If they go to school later they will just want to stay up later at noght 

Transportation issues? Elementary going to school in the winter hours. Missing school for activities and more class 
time missed. 

Will high school sports now practice in the morning? 

Why impact working parents who have to get to work. Very selfish on your part. My child has a regular bedtime, and 
gets plenty of sleep as it is. No change necessary. 

If it ain't broke, don't fix it! 

Older child helps with after school for younger child 

Does the district have enough buses? Do athletics have enough officials willing to work later? How will this impact 
employers? Where facilities are limited, is the district comfortable with kids finishing a practice at 8-9PM? Examples 
were drawn from demographics with fewer rural areas. Is the later start time utilized by districts where students might 
live 25+ miles away? Did the district consider the research presented by Dr. Mary A. Carskadon? 

Why are we considering this change when so many other profound changes are taking place? 

How would this effect extracurricular activities? Would sport practice times just shift to before school? Thus making 
the time shift moot. 

When will a decision be made? How will collaboration time change since many don't like it on Mondays? 



Would it be possible to think about keeping the current end times for the school days and still start school later? We 
could we extend the school year by a week or so to make up 'lost time'. 

I think this is a big mistake. Children in elementary need their sleep because they are growing. Why are we catering 
to high school students who will be going off to college and having to wake up early for those classes. If the high 
schoolers want more sleep they need learn to put themselves to sleep at a proper time not have us cater to them. 

Most kids say a later start will encourage them to stay up later thereby limiting or ending the effect of a later start. 

When would this happen 

Will students go to bed at a decent time, or just stay up an hour later if school is an hour later? 

Why now? People will show up to work/ school when it is required. I feel if there is a change in the start time (to a 
later time), the students are just going to stay up later. Look at their weekend behavior as an example. The study 
focuses on the amount of sleep a person needs to do their best. Not EVERY person feels and operates the same with 
the same amount of sleep. Behaviors/ feelings aren't ONLY affected by sleep. Have other studies been considered? 
Changing the time of start of school for over 10,000+ students, I do not feel is the best solution. The change that the 
late start will have on this and the surrounding areas, is minimum, and not worth it. 

Is there a reason that you would want the elementary school kids to start earlier than the middle and high school 
kids? I think that the current 8:30am start for elementary is a good start time. How would the later start time affect 
after school sports and activities? My older son plays on the high school soccer team. 

I think it works well the way it is. Changing it would disrupt the flow of the community picking up and dropping off 

If you do end up pushing the start times back for high school, will you offer zero hour classes to meet the needs of 
students who prefer the times as they are now? For example, at Lakeland High School four classes meet for zero 
hour (6:25AM-7:30AM). There are two senior level classes (one regular class, one honors/college class) and two 
junior level classes (one regular class, one honors/college class). If the CdA district were to offer zero hour classes, 
that might help reluctant students, parents, and teachers get on board. My son is a morning person, so if you move 
the start time to (for example) 8:30, if you offered a zero hour class, he could still start at the current time. This would 
allow his needs to be met while also allowing for the needs of other students to be met. 

Would there still be late start Monday? Always has been and always will be a huge inconvenience. 

Why is there such a push to change every detail of the schools at once? 

None, it needs to be done. 

I would like to see the actual studies. The summary of each doesn't provide much data as to the actual procedures, 
duration of the studies, populations, etc used for drawing these conclusions. For example, in sections such as 
attendance and tardiness there is nothing mentioned regarding transportation when discussing student's tardies. Are 
students late because their parents are transporting them, are they walking, driving themselves, or riding the bus? I 
would also like to know more about the study (studies) used to determine the hormone/sleep cycle of adolescents. 

is there that big of an issue to actually change the entire system? How do local businesses feel about the potential 
change? What time will after school sports be over? 
 
Is starting early best for young children? Who will watch kids after school if older students are still in school? 

Research may show teens need later start times but I highly disagree. Our schedule works great for students right 
now. Starting later is not going help much if at all in my opinion. 



There has also been a lot of research that core classes could be scheduled later in the day rather than first period. 
Also research that physical activity (PE, Weights, Etc) first thing in the morning helped students perform better in 
academic classroom later in the day. Have any of those options also been explored rather than changing start times. I 
also am cautious about young elementary students waiting for the bus in the cold and dark during the winter. 

I repeat: I do not support changes to start/end times. 

How will this affect teachers/staff contract hour times and their personal lives and families? 

what about homework? What about extra curricular activities and the dark nights in fall and winter. 

None, I think it should be changed!!! 

Has the school district reached out the area employers regarding the impact on their businesses? What are the sports 
organizations saying about these potential changes? 

How after school activities would be affected and handled 

Is school start time really the most important factor in student fatigue? Doesn't establishing a consistent sleep 
schedule have more of an impact? Would increasing physical activity and decreasing screen time help students get to 
sleep earlier? If kids are now staying up until midnight and waking at 7:00, what will keep them from staying up until 
1:00 and waking at 8:00? 

Why are the cons of the late start not mentioned in the survey? If you want educated opinions, both sides need to be 
represented. If you push this survey to parents and/or students, will you please educate them on both sides? I've had 
students very much for the late start, until they began researching. They quickly changed their minds. 

what if we all started the same time? or has that idea been summarily dismissed? 

Why do we need to change elementary school times? The studies are for high schoolers so am not positive how this 
affects elementary schoolers. Is it just staggering bus service? 

Parents need to be responsible for their own childrens sleep schedules. Fatigue wont be changed by adjusting the 
bell schedule. It needs to be addressed at home. Dont mess with everyone to cater to a few. 

Why is this even being considered? The Hanover Research article you have presented states that the studies show 
correlation and therefore do not provide proof of later start times having any affect on student outcomes and the 
studies are also inconclusive. 

By changing hours would kids just stay up later to play video games or goof off? 

Is there a way to have rolling start times so parents can pick? 

Why does the times have to change? 

Why are we even looking at this? 

For athletes, pushing school back an hour, pushes practices back which then pushes homework time back and most 
likely bedtime back. So does it actually give them more sleep? 

Associations are taking over our lives, did we all stop thinking for ourselves? 

If starting early is such an issue, why do we have late start Monday? Late start Monday requires starting earlier the 
rest if the week to make up that time. Why don't you end late start Monday to see if that makes a difference? 

not sure 

Is this really about a few people trying to talk loudly and make decisions for the masses or is this truly the need of 
students? My own children have not ever had to manage their sleep because they go to bed at a decent hour and 
wake up as expected. 



I agree with middle age and teenagers need lots a sleep to be more, successful and not so depressed and tired:) 

This is ridiculous. Monday (collaboration day) kids arrive more tired than on Tues-Friday. 

I would like to see these reports and where they were made. 

How would the busing situation work in our school district with all the buses running from primary student to 
secondary student time frames?? 

What research do you have about the impact of elementary-aged students arriving home before their own parents 
(e.g. arriving to an empty house, going to a daycare, latchkey kids, etc.)? What about small, vulnerable children 
standing at a bus stop or outside a school building in the dark? I believe your research speaks a lot to students who 
are old enough to be accountable for themselves before and after school. My children are too young to be 
unsupervised and I wonder how it will affect them to not have a caregiver around after school. I believe that, too, is 
important for a child's social and emotional development and should carry the same weight in this decision when 
considering school start and end times. 

If times were to change, how will this affect the livelihoods of the school plus teachers? Again, if the times change, will 
there be funding to allow for more parents to take advantage of the school plus program or expand on the grades it 
serves? Not everyone can afford it, but most everyone gets off work later than the proposed elementary time. 

Seems like the bus schedule is so much earlier than school starts. Maybe smaller routes, so that they do not have to 
be on the bus for 30 minutes to get to school, they wouldn't have to get up as early 

How does this impact after school sports 

What will practice schedules look like for athletes and those involved in extracurricular clubs/activities? 

Have you considered the fact that you're just trading one set of problems for a different set of problems? 

Would like to see what is proposed for our school start and end times rather than what others are currently doing 
(times) 

none at this time, please for everyone's sake (esp) the young children's safety at absurd early AM hours, DO NOT 
change the start times..... 

what studies have been completed in regards to impact this would have on k-5 students 

What about busing times for both an elementary and a secondary student? 

Why can't all the kids start at the same? 

Have you thought about how this change will effect after school sports and other activities? 

Parents need to take responsibility and take phones and devices away from kids and make sure they get to bed. 

Can the children start early and get out early? 

Doesn't later start times correlate with a decline in suicide rates? 

How will this impact after school activities and their coaches/volunteers (sports, drama clubs)? 

Who will determine the schedule change if and when it is decided? When will this change take place? Has there been 
any discussion about possibly going to a 4-day school week? Has the district polled the student body to see what 
their take is on this subject? 

How would this be coordinated with boundary changes? 

Would we have enough busing (drivers specifially) available to have the time change? 

I’d love all 3 schools the same times for start/stop 



how later start time will impact student after school employment 

none, just do it please. 

Changing school times will not impact how tired students are. 

It is extremely difficult to carry a full time job especially if there’s any travel time involved outside of Coeur d’Alene ,it’s 
virtually impossible and it holds my family back monetarily because of the accommodation that has to be made for the 
late start Monday and the late start of school daily at 9 AM it’s not like that anywhere else I’ve ever lived in Idaho 

Leave it alone. With jobs and activities and sports you will make the kids not get home until later . Family dinner is 
important in our family. 

I am worried about how this will effect school sports, has the the school district taken this into consideration? 

How would this change affect Monday late start? 

How will this impact students that play after school sports 

nothing 

How will this impact after school extra curricular activities? Teenagers with after school jobs? 

How does this impact sports at the High School level 

When would this go into effect and why do the different levels need an hour or more difference in start times? 

Will it impact sports schedules/game times 

When would the high school athletic teams practice? I don't want my daughter running in the dark because of either a 
6 am before school practice, or a 5 pm late practice. 

Why would the elementary times have to change in order to change middle and high school times? 

How this would impact sports 

Impact on after school sports or jobs 

Why now? 

Why would you change the times they work just fine now. 

The times don’t change much, my kids would still have to get up early to catch the bus 

Break down best start time for middle and high school in above question. 

Children should get out at the same time. 

I feel that if school gets out later then it will be a hardship with getting homework done. 

What does this mean for cafeteria staff? Breakfast and lunch times? 

I understand the science behind it but that is on the parents to teach their kids to go to bed earlier. Why should 
parents who have systems set in stone that work change because other parents don't make a set schedule for their 
own children? 

Why can’t parents simply put their kid to bed at an earlier time at night versus having school effected? 
Is it possible to have 1 start time for the entire week? Having 3 different start times makes life difficult. 

How will the later start time impact programs such as KTEC, NIC? Impact on sports programs? Will students be 
released the same times they are now for sports, thereby making them lose even more time out of the classroom? (If 
a student is released at 1:50 now, s/he only loses the last 40 minutes of school; under the new schedule, the same 
release time would mean a loss of 1 hour and 40 minutes, possibly a whole period). 



I think it's the best thing to do for all kids. Most of the country is already doing it. 

Do you think the chance they might use their time wisely and get more sleep, is worth the sacrifice of invaluable, 
quality family time? 

Why is the change really needed 

This would not let me edit the elementary ideal time!!! 

I would simply like to ask how this at all prepares students for the future, as jobs do not cater to your "work ability" as 
far as time. If students' bodies are accustomed to a later schedule, how are they going to be able to maintain a 
healthy mindset and mood when they are forced to change their once-helpful routine? 

Will secondary schools have a safe place for child to wait for pick-up 

What results have surfaced from this research that indicate it could be more difficult for a child to adjust to an earlier 
day as a college student or working adult if they spend the first 18 years of their life not getting their day started until 
830am? 

As a coach would I be able to have practice before school? 
Is this going to negatively affect our participation in extracurricular activities if students are either having to find 
transportation to morning practice or would be getting home much later from an after school practice? 
Are there going to be any safety measures put in for elementary kids walking to school in the dark or waiting at a bus 
stop in the dark? 
Is elementary school plus going to have extended hours after school if the students are out much earlier? 

Would sporting practices be in the morning? If so, isn’t that defeating the purpose? Wouldn’t fall sports be practicing 
in the dark if they were after school? How many students are absent during the year on late start Mondays compared 
to other days of the week. If the theory is correct, there should be less absences on Mondays. I don’t believe that is 
true. 

Don’t change elementary 

How will changing start times impact student safety? 

I guess the ultimate question is, "What's best for kids?" 
 
If you cut out the top 20% of hs students who have great sleeping habits no matter what time school starts/ends, and 
cut out the bottom 20% of students who will have poor sleep habit regardless of start/end times, what is best for the 
middle 60% of students? 
 
I think this topic is controversial because one can easily see the side effects of students who aren't getting enough 
sleep. The symptoms are obvious. In contrast, the positive effects of students who do get enough rest are more 
unnoticeable. 
 
For instance, it's like if you go to work sick one day and a co-worker says, "Are you okay? You dont look so good." 
But for all other days of the year, how often would that same co-worker say, "hey, you look normal today, nice job " 
 
Are the bottom 20% of the kids realistically reflecting the 60% or are the symptoms just more noticeable because they 
are more obvious? Tough call. 

What about homework time and extra activities /sports after school if the school day had a later end time? 

None...It just needs to happen! 

Why now after it being the way it is for years 



How would the changes effect the bus schedule? We already had a change several years ago that prevented the bus 
from picking up and dropping off at our driveway. We had to make adjustments to get our kids to and from the bus 
stop. Will these changes fix that, or will we have to rearrange our schedules again to accommodate the changes? 
And, if we can't make the necessary changes with our work schedule, how will the district provide transportation for all 
of our children and/or childcare for our elementary age child? 

When can we expect a decision on this issue? Trying to plan for future events requires a definitive answer. 

I understand that adjusting start times has an impact on the amount of time kids sleep immediately, however, what 
long term research has been completed that confirms that bed times remain consistent and do not get later as the 
need to wake earlier is lessened. 
 
I am also curious to find if there are collegiate or career studies on children that have had later start times in high 
school as it relates to success in college and career. This, in my opinion, is of far greater importance, than how 
children are able to cope with their environment on a daily basis. 

How would this effect bus scheduling and more traffic? 

I raised 5 sons and getting up at the same up each day and being there at 8am made them ready to go to work and 
be on time each day! Yes, they need their sleep go to bed one hour early. 

How would we adjust Monday collaboration times? Would this become an "early release" day rather than a late start? 

I am so happy that this is being considered. My HS and middle school students do not get enough sleep. 

Why is there such a large time gap between the start times for elementary versus secondary? 

If later dismissal goes thru how will walking elementary children be kept safe. Winter months they would be walking in 
the dark. Children will longer bus routes would also walk from bus stop to home in the dark, this is unsafe. How will 
the school district implement safety for those children . 

Will it be too early for younger students to wait at bust stops and/or walk to school? 

It will impact my business since my work time for high school students would be more limited in the evenings. 

Is it not possible to extend the school year and shorten the school days? 

Have you considered the impacts to extra curricular activities if school gets out later? 

Boundary zones are already being Changed! Is it necessary to change more things?? 

My high school student who plays sports and misses classes during away games.. will they miss more class time? 
How much later will they end events? Some nights they already get home after 9:30/10 or later. 

Other than the study on sleep, why change something that has worked well and people have shedules already built 
around school times? 

We need to ensure safety for elementary school students at bus stops, so it cannot start too early. 

Would Monday still have to be late start? 

Would we still have late start Monday? 

Why haven't we done this earlier? The research has been crystal clear for over a decade that it is beneficial for 
secondary students' academic performance and mental health. 

No need to change anything 



Have we considered the negative impact on extracurricular activities/sports? Wouldn't this just increase the amount of 
time that students are out of class for extracurricular activities? What will the impact of this be on our busing system? 

My son is in sports and get early release a lot during basketball and football to attend away games if they Change 
then the kids would miss even more school hours or do sporting events start later? 

Would teachers/clubs suddenly have before school student meetings/practices that would require students to get up 
early anyway? 

Can we keep k-5 elementary schools the same time and change high and middle school. 

How will this effect before and after school extra-curricular activities? (i.e. choir, theatre, band/orchestra) 

How later release time would affect student athletes missing school for competition. 

How is the busing issue going to be handled??? 

After school sports, if high school students are involved in sports or other school activities this would have them miss 
even more class time, what is your solution? Also, your proposed times are very close together compared to now. 
How do you plan to have buses succeed with this plan when we constantly have a shortage on drivers? Lastly, where 
are the studies that talk about the sleep needed for elementary school students? 

How will this impact the working opportunities for high school students? How will this impact students who wish to 
participate in extracurricular activities? How will the change in times impact elementary students during winter 
months? Can the CDA School District financially fund the change? 

Sleep time isn't the responsibility of the school district 

Are you aware that the provided research for this survey does not lead to any conclusive evidence that earlier start 
times cause better student achievement? The beginning of this survey was incredibly biased. 

How would this affect sports and schools that we play but are not changing times? 

Why is this being pushed, and quickly too? Who's personal agenda is this? Why aren't more educators being involved 
with this discussion? A simple survey or "walk through" by individuals not in the classroom on a daily basis is not a 
legitimate pool of data to pull from. 
 
How will extracurricular activities work? How will SD 271 incorporate other district's start times? (i.e. Sporting 
engagements, which district suffers even more loss of instructional time or delayed game starts when on the road?) 
 
Has the district even considered the burden on how long the hours will be extended for staff, especially those with 
children or dependents? What about those actively engaged with extracurricular activities? When do those take 
place? What about the burden on families trying to meet their student's own club activities outside of school? 
 
There are so many unanswered questions from the DO and Board on this, but no short supply on promoting this 
change, as is seen with the start of this survey. 

Is there a away to get the community more information about how to ensure sleep for middle school students. I worry 
that without parent education the change at school will be for naught. 

Why are elementary school children NOT STARTING AT 9:00 AM ON MONDAYS?!! 

There will be many negative consequences if we switch. Things are fine. Kids need to go to bed at a decent time. 
Educate that concept and there will be much more positive outcomes with less headache. 

Why do you want to change to having elementary start first, high school start second and middle school start last 
instead of elementary first, middle school second, high school last? 



don’t do it 

When would this happen? 

Why couldn’t we just go from late start (8:45) to 2:30 like we do every Monday? 

I don't want the Elementary School kids to start any earlier than 9AM. 

I want to see studies on this that affect pacific time zones and in the northwest. 

How would this impact sports if the other area districts do not change their start times? 

How will this change affect after school sports and clubs 

Has the effect of an earlier start time for elementary children been considered? (afternoon supervision, waiting at bus 
stops early in the morning without older siblings) Has the impact on KTEC and Dual enrolled students been 
considered? How are sports going to be accommodated? Will student athletes miss even more instructional time 
competing against schools on the traditional start schedule? Will elementary staff start times be adjusted, or will we 
still be obligated to arrive an hour prior to students? 

I don't have any 

Prefer later start 

Please don't change the times! with day light saving time and extra activities after school I think it would really impact 
homework time and family time. 

How would athletics practices work out 

School has always started at the same time since I was a kid, why do we have to accommodate our children so 
much? How are they ever going to make it in the real world where not everyone worried about their needs? Maybe 
they should go to bed earlier so they are not tired 

Why does the school district want to change this next year plus change our boundaries? Too much! Please make the 
people in our town happy. If people like it the way it is then don't fix it or change it. 

Would Lake City be able to keep block schedule? I’m sure many students wouldn’t want late start if it meant giving up 
block schedule, including me. 

When will this come into effect? 

how late would we start for late start 

Would later school start effect transportation of students who’s parents couldn’t fit the later end time in the schedule 

no just dont change it 

What is the point of creating a larger mess of attendance and trying to solve the problem, when we could just 
encourage students to get up on time for school without changing anything. 

I want to know why it took so long to actually act on this. 

How would this affect students who go to ktec 

How would this affect our bus schedules? 

Idk 

Why do you wanna change it? 

will sports be in the morning? 

How will it affect 0 hour classes 

i have no more questions about changing the schedules 

why are we required 7 hours 



Why are you thinking about changing it just because teens do better with more sleep and a later start? 

Why, after years of the high/middle school starting at 7:30, do they want to change the times now? 

Why would you change the Elementary school times? The little kids need more sleep than us high schoolers, and 
everything works out the way it is. 

Not many. I just hope the start time changes to at least an hour later than it already is. 

What about the kids that do have jobs, and do look after younger kids 

Can we add thirty minutes @ the end of the day for an hour lunch 

How late would school sports and other After School Activities potentially go? 

What would game schedules look like for athletes 

How would his affect block schedule? 

Could we keep the current end time because it wouldn’t screw up extracurricular schedules? 

How does this effect zero hour and athletic groups like football and track? 

Why? 

Would it effect my sports and activities outside of school? 

Why would we do it 

Would the amount of homework be decreased? I fully agree with changing the start times but I doubt all other 
students feel the same way. My friend for instance, wants to start school later but still have it end at 2:30 because of 
homework issues. Most schools that do shift their schedule end up changing the amount of homework their students 
are given and I do realize that most teachers here would probably cut a bit of their assignments anyway but I just 
want to know what you guys think. 

Would my classes change 

None I just don't want it to happen 

Why? 

Why on Earth would people ever think it's a good idea to push back even further into our afternoon time? Have you 
ever considered that we don't get much sleep because every class expects us to complete an hour of homework, so 
from roughly 3:00 to 9:30 we have 6 and a half hours in our afternoon to get stuff done and four of those are for 
homework alone; the numbers don't work and we often have to stay up into the early hours of the morning finishing 
stuff. Did you consider that? 

when this affect sleep and waking up? 

Why hasn't this been done sooner? Or at least tried sooner 

When is this going in effect? 

What if we have less required school time? 

Why are you just now asking students this? 

Just make it as early as possible, we all just want to get outa here. 

Can we make the school day shorter 

Why hasn’t it been changed yet? 

It doesn’t make sense to change it 

Would sports still have time after school to practice, and if so would it affect how late we get home? 

What parts of the school would be affected for after school activities? 



Why can’t they change it to be like late start Monday and just let the classes be 50 minutes long I have several 
classes that I have free time after a lesson but they could just confine the freetime and let us move to our next class 
we’re supposed to have homework. Homework means you do your work at home. We should start at 8:35 and end at 
2:45 

Why haven’t we already changed this? 

How will it effect after school activities? What about high schoolers that have to pick up younger siblings? 

Why haven’t we already changed this? 

Why are you just now trying to change it? 

When would this take place 

Why did it take you all this long to try and change the school times? Teens have been complaining over this issue for 
years. 

Do younger kids still need lots of sleep, or is it just teens? 

Instead of late start can we do early release 

I was wondering if changing the elementary schools would be changed too so that the people who have kids in 
elementary, middle, and highschool like my family would have an easier time with transporting to and from school 

Would we still have block schedule? 

If the students will get use to the change. 

please :( 

How would it impact others a whole? 

what is the likelihood of this actually happening? 

For my school we start at 9:00 on Mondays and end at 2:45 like always I would like to have this be around this time 
rang 

I dont have any. 

Why haven’t we done this sooner, teenagers need more sleep than the younger children 

When will it happen 

Would the activity times outside of school change as well? 

I have none 

I am questioning why we, as students, would have to get up later and end later - thus giving students not enough time 
for extracurricular activities and homework? 

Are there any statistics on if other districts that start late have lower depression/mental health disorder rates??? 

Why change the start time? 

Is it actually going to happen? 

Has the idea of extracurricular activities thought of when thinking about this change? How it will negatively affect 
people’s daily routines? 

I don’t have any questions 

I am a varsity cheerleader at CHS. After having a competition practice from 3 until 5:30, I sometimes have to come 
back to school later that night to cheer a game (maybe at 7 or 6:30). If starting time is moved back, how will this effect 
practices and games? Will I get home at 11 and have to do my homework then? 

(below) 



With late arrival, will it affect the required 7 hours of instruction for me to be there? 

Really just how it would work efficiently 

If the times were to change, what will be the plan with sports or other extra curricular activities. Those often take 
many hours and pushing the time back would make the kids stay out even later (meaning the more trouble they could 
be getting into), so what would happen with those times? 

I don’t have any questions. 

Will this actually happen? I think this would be absolutely amazing considering how I get very little sleep even with the 
time I go to sleep because I wake up lots during the night and it is almost impossible for me to go back to sleep. 

Why would you make it go later when kids with sports and jobs will have to come home later? 

When will it be in effect? 

Why is this even up for debate? It ruins athletic schedules and other extracurricular activity schedules. 

How much time will I have out of school? 

I think having to catch the bus at 7:00 a.m. for a 7:55 a.m. start time is too early. I believe the challenge in this 
situation is transportation. Our district would need to invest in more buses 

Will we need more days in the year? 

Would extracurriculars be in the morning? 

Who thought this was a good idea? 

How would this affect parents who work and need their older kids to watch younger siblings after school? If grade 
6-12 get out later than the k-5 students, then how will the younger kids get home and be watched by older siblings 
while the parents are still able to work? 

I do not have any questions. 

I understand the benefits and pros of a later start time, but what are the cons and how will this affect the community? 

How will having a later end effect sports? 

How long would it take for you guys to change it? 

this is ridiculous, we don't need to change anything but chs's schedule 

What does moving the time do? You may sleep in later, but you'll be staying up later with the same workload. 

Why are we doing this now? What makes this an issue now but not earlier or later? 

Would schools be providing free care for k-5 until their sibling can pick them up after school? 

If they start much later, how would they be able to participate in after school activities and still get time with friends, 
family, and homework? 

When would they go into effect? 

Would our bodies adjust to waking up an hour later and inevitably still feel the same effect of waking up early? 

Would the school’s period schedules change? 

Would this affect our lunch time and can we have at least ten extra minutes at lunch. 

Would like to know more detailed information on actual start/end times to understand the logistics and what actual 
impact it may have on our schedules and childcare arrangements. 



When will this change possibly be made 

Will Monday’s still be shorter 

This is pointless. All activities will be pushed back and time at home is very limited now 

What would athletes do if they weren't able to get a ride at this time 

Will this affect bus routes? Would this improve or become a hindrance to traffic for other students transportation 
needs? 

If this does affect high school students how are the ones who have extracurricular activities and have to take care of 
their siblings have any time to do either? 

Would we still have a late start on Monday? 

Why are you changing it? I understand some kids aren't sleeping enough but a lot of students work after school and it 
would affect their hours so why might it be changed? 

What about parent schedules? 

Is there enough capacity in the community to provide childcare to elementary kiddos in the afternoon? I know a lot of 
older siblings care for their younger siblings after school. If start times are reversed, who will care for these kids? 

None at the moment. 

just don't 

Why aren't studies provided suggesting not going to bed with screens? Ending screen time 1hr before going to bed? 
What was life like with the current start times the past generations? Are we seriously considering the needs of the 
students first? Or is there another 'hidden' agenda in play here? 

Would school sponsored sports practices be held in the morning. 

When would this take place? 

Would school sponsored sports practices be held in the morning? 

Why 

Woud that mean more days in a school year? 

Why don't you just adopt cda charter's schedule? It is clearly much more effective for producing academic success 
than the current cda school schedules. One must merely look at their test scores to see this. They manage to fit six 
class periods and a study period built in to their day, so I want to know why the district has not looked at them as an 
example of an effective schedule. They start at 8:00 and end at 2:45; a shorter school day than chs, yet one that is far 
more effective. Not to mention it still allows for time after school for activities, sports, or work. 

Why? 

that it should be changed because i dont get enough sleep 

kids will still stay up all night. this late start will screw so many students over. i wont wrestle if this happens i have a 
job and a life. 

How would extra clubs and afterschool activities run? 

I dont have any questions 

What negative effects are there for either side? 

what would the extra circular times look like 

nothing 

if they could be kept the same as they are now 

Extra school days added to summer break? 



Why does changing secondary school schedules necessitate a change in elementary school schedules? 

how do you ensure jobs will still be willing to hire high school kids on the weekdays if the end times are being 
delayed? 

why change them now we have been on this time schedule for a long time we are all used to it now i just dont see 
why we need to change it now 

would the day be longer or shorter? 

Will there still be before school classes? Is there any way to have the school day shorter? 

I want to start school earlyier and end it earlyer 

2:30 

I don't want to 

Not sure why elementary school should start earlier? 

Why do we need to do it? 

Any of the negative statistic? 

ALL the negatives?? 

How long would sports get to practice 

What are the down sides? 

Could we have middle and high school go before elementary, even though teens need more sleep, they also have 
jobs. 

I don’t quite understand why the school is wanting to change the way things have been going successfully for 
decades. I don’t know why the school ever implemented late start Monday. 

when will this new time be put into place 

I don't have any. 

Just why are you even trying to do it? 

When will this come into play? Next year? 

If this does affect high school students how are the ones who have extracurricular activities and have to take care of 
their siblings have any time to do either? 

when will this be changed? 

Why hasn’t this been done already? What or who is in the way of protecting our children? 

When would it change if it did 

How would Monday collaboration look for staff? 

What about working parents how are they supposed to get their children to school 8f it starts at 9 

Can we have shorter class periods? 

School time should be shorter. Instead of 6.5 hours it should be 6 hours. 

Why do we have to have school so much later. 

What about the teachers, staff, and administrators? A later start time for them means difficulty finding child care, less 
time with their families, and later sports practices (for coaches). 

Why would we even change it, because kids will get the same amount 



If school started later, how would that make kids get more sleep? 
All activities would get pushed back so what difference would changing the start time make? 

How would this affect are preparation for job start times or get in the way of jobs in general, student and adult. Also 
how would this affect parents and having to drop off their kids. Just how woulds this affect parents and jobs basically. 
P.S. How well has this worked for other schools? 

nothing 

Why would you change times when its been the same for years 

Does the school day have to be 6.5 hours per day? It drains energy and stresses everyone out. 

when will it happen 

How would the buses work? 

Will there still be Late-Start on Mondays? 

Why do it? We have younger siblings! Why would you let the little ones be home first? 

Can we ask that families and not the district manage their own families sleep habits? 

When will it start 

how much will it affect those who have a job or are getting one? 

Will this affect outside of school activity’s 

If the times were swapped, how would the earlier start times impact the younger children? Only benefits of the teens 
are discussed, but haven't heard much how that would impact younger children. 

i don’t have any questions 

I don’t have any questions right now 

When will after school activities be scheduled? These are also important and when you are dealing with outside 
sports it gets dark as the fall goes on. 

When will this start 

Would this make little kids more tired? 

Would school sports practices be in the morning? 

What about lunch? 

When would this be into effect if it were to pass? 

I think that we should be able to sleep in and get out at 245 still. 

Will before and after daycare options increase in price due to parents inability to change work schedules, therefore 
relying on these programs to care for their children longer? 

Can elementary and high school start at the same time or will elementary have to start even later? 

Why don't you just ban homework? Then we could go to bed at a decent hour and it would decrees depression. 

What if kids still had activities that are normally at 3 or 3:30 

Dont screw with the schedule it effects my job 

If this policy were to go through when would it be initiated? 

I have to get on the bus at 7:00am so I try to wake up at 6:00am every day so I am usually really tired and some kids 
that get picked up before us have to wake up even earlier so providing a extra 30 minutes could really help us not 
missing the bus. 



Mondays are late start, why can't the whole week be late start? 
and 
Why are elementary schools 30 minutes shorter than middle schools and high schools? 

What is the cost to make these changes. What about electronic device usage keeping kids up all hours of the night? 

Are you going to ask for another levy to do this? 

Why would we "fix" sometime that isn't broken 

Would all extraculicular activities be garenteed to continue? Would the library still be open after school? 

Would staff meetings still have to be before school (I'm not a morning person, so earlier would be hard)? 

When would it happen? 

Will it effect all schools 

There are a lot of kids that work/have a sport right after school so i feel like that would be an issue if we would change 
the schedules if the sport your playing has a set schedule and wont change so would that be worth risking some kids 
deteriorate their physical health? 

In the winter/early spring how do outside sports be outside when it still gets darker around five if we got out around 
three or later? 

Why cant you just make the school hours shorter 

What about zero hour class students? 

Are 6 hour days possible such as 8:30 -2:30? 

A lot of the research provided is on the positive benefits in academic performance. My question would be what will the 
financial impact be with a later start time on lower income kids who currently work jobs from sometimes 2-9pm as 
many of my friends have to start saving for college, extracurricular activities, insurance, etc. 

why do high schools still have a later end time with the same start time as elementary and middle schools? 

What is the cost difference between the two options and their implantation. 

is this change going to happen next schools year 

would school time be smaller or longer 

What idiot suggested this? 

Will the school sport practice times be pushed back even later than they already are? 

How would the sport practices work? 

Most students are already used to the school times and students with ocd and have a set schedule in their head this 
would affect them mentally, so why would you change the times if most students id not all are already used to it? 

Would work hour laws be changed? 

why do the elementary get out earlier 

Why have we not done of this sooner? 

Why arn't you being more strict with students with bad sleep habits? 

Why do we need this? 

Are people really considering juniors and seniors, how we can get work and such? 

how can people be so ignorant? 

How would extracurriculars be affected. 



None, don't change it 

Would there be coaches for sports because they have families and lives outside of coaching a sport and starting 
practice at 4:00 pm 

how would school sports have to deal with practices 

why we endin later tho? 

how did they conduct the sleeping scedule 

Why does the requirement have to be 7 hours. Teachers don’t teach anything for a big majority of it, and the ones 
that do end up giving us homework anyways. Why not have a 5 or 4 hour school day and just get our assignments 
and go home like we do anyways. 

why are you doing this? It makes no sence 

What makes you think kids are gonna continue to go to bed at the same time if they don’t have to be at school until 
later in the morning? 

How will these changes affect the current level of before and afterschool care that I use, How would it affect half 
day/early release days? How would it affect after school programs for 6-12grade students such as sports? 

What would happen the people who ride buses? Would that time change as well? 

Why would you? 

would the day be longer? 

How will it effect after school sports? 

How would we get more sleep if we have the same amount of homework? We don't not get enough sleep because of 
how early we wake up. It's because of how late we stay up doing homework especially because we don't just have all 
of the free time in the world after school. 

yeah i have one, why is this even happening? just leave it. 

You guys can change time itself?!?!?! 

do we have to get out later 

How does this control students getting to sleep more when it just gives an extra hour for sleep? 

How would school starting later improve sleep? 

Why can’t we use the late start schedule every day? 

why would we do this if it just makes things more difficult 

I dont have any questions. 

I just have question on how it will work for everyone else, my schedule is pretty flexible compared to others. 

How would kids with jobs be effected? How would teachers with kids be effected? 

You should have longer days and Fridays off. 

In the everett school district we had the end time be 2:05 with the same start time 

how late would extracurricular activities have to practice after school with the “beneficial” start times ? 

Why? 
why push for change so hard. 

Why hasn't a plan like this been implemented already? This would be so beneficial to all students. 

Why hasn't this been a bigger issue? 



Do you know that a change in start times would cost more and create problems for students involved in activities. 
They already miss school for games, with later start times they would be forced to miss more end-of-the-day classes. 

Will we still have late start Monday if the school starts later. 

What are the chances of this being successful and the times actually being changed? 

when are people supposed to go to practices or get to their jobs? 

How will this affect sports? Practices? Games? 

Why do you want to change it? 

How has it benefited/worsened other schools to have a later start? For example, expenses and the bus schedule. 

What about 3 sport athletes? We still would have to wake up early. so whats the point? 

What time would afterschool activities end then? 

nothing 

if your gonna change it, make it start earlier 

if your gonna change is make start at earlier and end earlier 

How can we build and improve and take action upon the best ideas. 

i dont know but should just say. for highschool 

why are you just now deciding to want to change the times 

nope just dont do t 

Why are we evening doing this there is no point 

Can we please change it to 7-2 start-end times? 

impact on working parents/grandparents 

nothing 

i dont have any other than i think we should start earlier and get out earlier 

whose idea was this,because it's stupid? 

why do we have to change it will mess all the sports stuff up 

Will this mess up and rearrange classes or will they stay the same? 

How does it affect the other schools? 

I honestly hope it would be happening because I want my sleep 

How would changing and burdening parents with older children in regards to getting them to school at a later start be 
helpful to parents? and how would this impact after school activities? And how would this change allow for enough 
time to complete homework assignments? 

Can you provide balanced research instead of this "bubbles and sunshine" summary? Also, how about 
research-based impacts to elementary students if times are changed? 

I'm wondering if there needs to be more opportunity to discuss and inform the public around the need for possible 
change? 

How will the bus accommodate the proposed times listed. 

Who is pushing for this? A small group of parents, or the community as a whole? 

If you change the start/ end times, are you going to provide day care before & after school? Because the parents 
work schedule is not going to change and therefore the student(s) are still going to be getting up at the current time 
so that the parent can drop them off according to the parent(s) work schedule. 



Leave it the way it is 

How do you think this will affect sports and school work outside of school 

nothing. 

nope 

How would it affect elementary schools if middle schools started later? How would all ages be able to ride the buses 
at the same time? 

why cant you reduce the amout of time after school by 30 min 

I have no questions 

I included my questions in my other comments. Wasn't sure where to enter them. Sorry. 

i have no questions 

I have many questions. First, who is the driving force behind the motivation for this change? Is it a community 
provider, or staff, families, and students who have genuine buy-in regarding student performance and success? What 
consideration is being give to our voices? Also, what percentage of students in our district would this change 
positively affect? What considerations have been given to our primary students and their needs? What research is 
there to illustrate how a change like this affects students OF ALL AGES? I believe stakeholders within this district 
deserve more information before such a broad and impactful change is made. Staff, students, and families are not 
ready for this change and it is important our needs are considered above people in our community who do not directly 
serve our students. 

 


